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Reliable Simulations of the function of biological systems presents is a major conceptual and 
computational challenge. The challenge range from reliable modeling of enzyme catalyzed steps 
and modeling the long time conformational changes, to modeling signal transduction, voltage 
controlled ion transport and other functional aspects. In all case one should try to capture the 
process on a molecular level but the efficiency of the calculations has to be taken into account 
very carefully, as the use of expensive brute force approached would frequently comes at the 
expense of having the time to see the results in different conditions and to understand the 
relevant system. This talk will review our progress in challenging simulations, emphasizing 
progress in long time simulations and in efficient ab initio QM/MM  (QM (ai)/MM) free energy 
calculations. We will start by discussing the requirements for reliable QM (ai) /MM calculations, 
highlighting the fact that our reference potential approach, which we call now para dynamics 
(PD) (1,2), provides by far more effective way of obtaining converging results for QM (ai)/MM 
free energy calculations that the widely popular metadynamics approach. We will next consider 
the remarkable predictive power and sampling ability of the EVB approach (e.g. 4). We will 
finally provide a brief general description of our Coarse Grained (CG) modeling and describe the 
renormalization approach (e.g. 2,3) while  illustrate its use in   major challenging studies , 
ranging form the action of molecular motors to voltage activated ion channels. 
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